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DAMAGE TO COLOGNE

Detailed interpretation of the Cologne photographs show that the

damage resulting from the 1,000-bomber raid is immeasurably greater than anything

yet done to any German city.

Not only are large areas of the centre of the city devastated, involving

the destruction of public and administrative buildings and business premises, but

industrial and residential property in suburban areas has been seriously affected

by fire and high-explosive.

Apart from devastation extending over approximately 300 acres in the

centre of the city, areas of particularly severe damage are seen in the western

suburbs and in the industrial districts on the east bank.

It is estimated that over 250 factory buildings and workshops have

been either destroyed or seriously damaged.

A striking feature of the raid was the amount of damage done to the

railway communications of the city, causing serious, if only temporary, inter-

ruption of traffic.

There is evidence of much serious damage in every part of the centre

of Cologne, in addition to the following areas of devastation. Three areas are

seen in the vicinity of the Neumarkt: and to the north-west is an area of 32

acres in which most of the buildings are gutted. The Metrop Theatre, the

Apolsteln Kirche, and the offices of the Brown Coal Syndicate are among 50-70

buildings affected in this area.

To the south, in an area of 11 acres, 30-35 buildings are gutted or

damaged. A third area of four and a half acres occurs to the south-west of the

Neumarkt, where 18-20 houses are burnt out. Off the Salier Ring on area of four

acres is devastated, involving 75 houses, a school, and several small factory

buildings.

Another ruined area of 18 acres lies to the west of the Ulrichs Gasse,
in which about 80 buildings were gutted by fire.

South-west of the Range Brucke, in an area of 75 acres, 300-400

buildings have been burnt out or destroyed: and in the Rheinau Hafen two ware-

houses of 190 feet by 40 feet and 290 feet by 70 feet are seen to be gutted,-

In an area of 17 acres between the Cathedral and the Hange Brucke, 40

or 50 buildings are gutted or very severely damaged. Buildings immediately

adjacent to the south-eastern wall of the Cathedral are gutted. There is no

photographic evidence of damage to the Cathedral, although the damage to the

adjoining buildings suggests that some minor damage may have occurred.
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The police headquarters and between 200 and 300 houses have been destroyed

in another area of 35 acres extending from the Law Courts and the Neumarkt west-

wards almost to the Hohenzollernring. An area of three and a half acres between

St. Gereon's Church, and the Hohenzollernring has been completely burnt out.

There are a number of devasted areas round, the Hauptbahnhof. To the

north-west, in an area of four to five acres, 30 to 40 houses and buildings are

destroyed. Another area of three acres to the north-west of the station has

between 20 and 25 houses gutted by fire. The railway inspectorate and administra-

tion offices, and several other large buildings between the Hauptbahnof and the

Kaiser Frederick Ufer are severely damaged.

There is evidence of many other serious incidents along both sides of the

main railway line running west from the station. Severe damage has been done

to the Post Office administrative buildings at the corner of Clever Strasse and

Worth Strasse. The city water and electricity works are damaged, and to the

north, of the Sud Bahnhof, in an area of 14 acres, 40 to 45 buildings arc gutted

by fire.

Considerable damage is evident at Mulheim Station, find it is probable that five

trades, have been affected. The engine sheds and passenger storage sidings at

Koln-Gereon have been affected by blast, and a number of coaches have been com-

pletely destroyed. Direct hits have severely damaged the branch line at

Ehrenfeld: sheds in the Eifeltor marshalling yard have been demolished and trucks

scattered: the track and embankmient works, west of the Sud Bahnhof have been

damaged by direct hits; the signal tower at theend of the north platform of the

Hauptbahnhof has been destroyed.

Apart from a large number of factories which are not identifiable, the

following are known to have been destroyed or damaged:-

West Bank

Elektra Stahldraht Fabrik (steel rope factory), 20 buildings destroyed,

Allgemeine Oel Handels Ges. (oil storage), almost completely destroyed.

Eisen Stahlgiesserei Pleissner (foundry products), eight factory buildings

gutted.

A.G. Vulcan (machine construction), three buildings gutted,

Ehnag-Elektra-Hoch-und-Niederspannings Apparate, seven buildings gutted,

Bruno Lampel (dye-stuffs), two or three buildings destroyed,

Koln Ehrenfelder Maschinenbau Anstalt (machinery), two large buildings gutted,

Vereinigte Deutsche Metallwerke (metal works), ten sheds gutted,

Jak Soholossen (warehouses for chemical products), seven buildings gutted.

A. Schmitz (sheet iron), almost completely burnt out; at least twelve

buildings destroyed.

Atlantic Gummiwerke Aloys Weyers (rubber factory), large workshop demolished.

Mauser K.G. (steel factory), seven sheds destroyed.
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Nussbaum and Co (dye factory), four buildings with roof damage.

Steinhart Elektra Magnetobau (electric magnet works), almost completely

destroyed.

L. Book (electric motor repairs), workshop Completely gutted.

Railway workshops (Nippes): main building and two sheds gutted by fire and

damage to large workshops and other buildings.

Franz Clouth (rubber workes): two large and two small sheds almost entirely

destroyed: a fire seen still Burning,

Pohlig A.G. (machinery), eight sheds demolished by H.E.

Thomas and Co. (rubber works) and Ullmann Alb. (metal goods), at least

twelve sheds destroyed.

Balfer Ewald (engineering), nine sheds and other building a demolished.

Kolner/Werkzeug Maschinenfabrik (machinery), one shed gutted.

Hartmann and Co. (glassware), two sheds gutted and damage to other buildings.

Berlin Anhaltische Maschinenbau (blast furnaces and chemical works), one shed

destroyed, three partly demolished and three or four sheds damaged.

Maschinenfabrik Rhenania Ehrenfeld, long shod has had part of roof stripped.

Kolner Baumwll Spinnerei, extensive damage: only the nails remain standing.

East Bank

Kolnischer Gummifaden Fabrik (tyre factory), the main shop and five other

buildings have been completely destroyed.

Vereinigtewest--Deutsche, Waggon Fabriken (rolling stock) : one large

building and ten other buildings seriously damaged.

Humboldt Deuts Motornh (submarine engines), six Buildings destroyed and two

severely damaged,

Humboldt Deutz Motoren (Kalk) (submarine engines): additional damage.

Felton and Guilleaume Carswerk (undercarriages) : seven Large Buildings

severely damaged and three gutted.

Hagen Gottfried A.G. (accumulators and Batteries for submarines): severe

roof damage to a factory Building,

Chemische Fabrik, Kalk (chemical works) } damage to roof or Building,

Werkzeugsmaschinenfabrik Schutte (machine tools): large factory Building

destroyed.

Nunk and Schmitz A.G. (machinery) : one shed partly demolished.

Andrae Crist (velvet manufacturer) ,
three large factory Buildings gutted.

Damage By fire and high-explosive are to Be soon In every district of

Cologne covered By photographs.

Pictures numbered C 2562, C 2563, G 2564: and C 2565 are obtainable

from Bippa and P.N.A.
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